An Investigation of Performance Improvement in Refrigeration Test Rig by using Phase Change Material (PCM): A Review
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Abstract: The refrigerator and air conditioning (AC) are ordinarily utilized in a large portion of the nations and they are a standout amongst the most vitality demanding apparatuses due to their nonstop utilizing tasks. According this demand a phase-change material (PCM) is a substance with a high heat of combination which, dissolving and cementing at a specific temperature, is equipped for putting away and discharging a lot of vitality. Heat is assimilated or discharged when the material changes from strong to fluid and the other way around. So the PCM is most appropriate for the warm vitality stockpiling utilizing as a wide application in the field of cooling and refrigeration framework. Actually, expanding vitality effectiveness of local machines will diminish vitality utilization in private framework. Utilizing waste heat emitted while apparatus is working is one method for expanding vitality proficiency. Wellsprings of waste heat and temperature levels show contrasts in various local apparatuses. In this survey paper, expanding vitality proficiency of Evaporator in refrigeration test rig through latent heat stockpiling in phase change materials (PCM) is examined. PCMs are produced for this reason. The evaporator in the refrigerator test rig is verified with another case which has a capacity farthest point and it covers the phase change material. The target of this work is to expand the sustenance preservation time. The vitality store in the PCM is improved to decrease the blower cycle and grant a few hours of steady task without power supply.
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1. Introduction

Normally, heat exchange happens from the locale of higher temperature to bring down temperature without requiring any outside gadgets. The invert procedure that is from higher temperature to bring down temperature can't happen without anyone else's input. Its required exceptionally structured gadget called refrigerators. Refrigerator chips away at vapor compression refrigeration cycle.

Vapor compression refrigeration framework is a framework which is utilized to exchange heat from low temperature energy supply to the high temperature store by the utilization of working liquid known as a refrigerant. Refrigeration, air conditioning and heat siphon applications speak to the segment which is the biggest shopper of refrigerant synthetic concoctions, and power. The power use by these gadgets in created nations are around 10-20%. The financial impact of refrigeration innovation is substantially more noteworthy than for the most part accepted. Around 300 million tones or merchandise are consistently refrigerated. While the yearly power utilization might be gigantic. Refrigeration frameworks are specifically or in a roundabout way in charge of an unnatural weather change issues which allude to the ascent in temperature of Earth's air and sea. Expanding the energy productivity of refrigeration gadget is hence an imperative issue as far as energy reserve funds. As an enthusiasm on Thermal energy storage (TES) frameworks give elective answers for advantage from sustainable power source and waste heat. Thermal energy storage is acknowledged because of the change in inner energy of a material. Likewise, Refrigeration and Air conditioning frameworks are straightforwardly or in a roundabout way in charge of present energy emergency issue as their utilization in family unit; business and transportation segment are expanding quickly to an ever-increasing extent. Presently a-days control slices are all the time because of accidents, or could be because of execution of demand side management schemes (DSM) to move control utilization to stay away from high loads by the power provider, or by the client to move their power use to off-crest estimating periods (electrical burden moving) and it is critical to keep up ordinary temperatures inside cool storage facilities and cold transport vehicles. Most solidified and chilled nourishments are touchy to temperature changes. The refrigeration framework evacuates this heat load, however in the event that there is a power disappointment, cooling isn't giving to the put away item.

Thermal Energy storage frameworks (TES) will utilize phase change materials for storage of heat and cold at moved time. Thermal Energy Storage through Phase Change material has been utilized for wide applications in the field of air conditioning and refrigeration particularly at mechanical scale. The particular utilization of this Thermal Storage has been for Energy Storage amid low demand and arrival of this Energy amid pinnacle loads with potential to give energy reserve funds because of this. Of late however the use of this kind of Phase
Change materials for residential refrigeration application to spare energy or work amid the power blackout has been under active consideration. The utilization of latent heat storage is particularly fit to the storage of energy to drag out the sustenance protection time of household refrigerators crisp nourishment compartment and likewise utilize the inordinate put away energy can to improve the cooler cooling cycle by its discharge at suitable time. The rule of latent heat storage utilizing phase change materials (PCMs) can be consolidated into a thermal storage framework appropriate for use in local refrigerator.

2. Methods to improve COP of refrigerator

The most commonly used methods of improving coefficient of performance of systems are

A. Sub cooling or Under cooling

Subcooling or under cooling method is used in the experimental analysis of Improvement of coefficient of performance of the system. The process of under cooling is carried out by circulating more quantity of cooling water over the condenser tubes [4]. Sometimes, sub cooling can be carried out by employing a heat exchanger. In actual practice, the refrigerant is desuperheater after compression and under cooled before throttling.

B. Liquid pressure amplification

The process of liquid pressure amplification (LPA) to a refrigeration or air conditioning system provides the means by which a considerable reduction in compressor discharge pressure can be permitted. Liquid pressure amplification (LPA) is achieved by a hermetically sealed, magnetically-driven liquid refrigerant pump which is installed in the liquid line from the condenser (or receiver) and thus sits between the condensing and evaporative phases.

C. Adding additives to the refrigerant

Today, there are a number of second-generation synthetic refrigeration additives (SRAs) that result in a measurable increase in efficiency of refrigeration such as Bluemaxx is a powerful synthetic refrigerant additive.

D. Minimizing the heat loss

Minimizing heat losses by improving the bureau and entryway insulation. For instance, a 25% ordinary energy saving is noted by the VIP (Vacuum Insulation Panels) blend in the shop. The rule reasons keeping the limitless usage of this development are related to less reliable over future and high exchange and amassing costs.

E. Developing efficient compressor

In the regular refrigerator innovation hermetic responding compressor are typically utilized which are intended to fulfill most extreme burden. These responding compressors are normally works at halfway burden, bringing about a proficiency losses and expanded cycling losses. Embraco created variable capacity compressor for family refrigerator. This innovation is efficient choice to control the refrigerating capacity. The test result indicates critical energy sparing by replacing ordinary compressor by VCC compressor Innovation (Embraco, 2005). Be that as it may, this innovation builds cost by 20%, therefore its utilized is restricted.

F. Methods of improving COP of domestic refrigerator using phase change material

PCMs latent heat storage can be achieved through solid–solid, solid–fluid, solid–gas and liquid–gas phase change. Be that as it may, the main phase change utilized for PCMs is the solid–fluid change. Fluid gas phase changes are not practical for use as thermal storage. Liquid–gas advances do have a higher heat of transformation than solid–fluid advances. Solid–strong phase changes are regularly moderate and have a somewhat low heat of transformation. PCM stores 5 to 14 times more heat for each unit volume than customary storage materials, for example, water, masonry or shake It has been appeared, for the improvement of latent heat storage framework, choice of the PCM assumes a fundamental part.

Md. Imran Hossein Khan and Hasan M.M. Afroz [1] investigate that the major issue experienced in the close-by refrigerator was of the sustenance quality and weight. The sustenance quality was out and out changed with temp oscillations due to the on-off cycle of the compressor. To discard the above issue Imran Hossein Khan and Hasan M.M Afroz played out the examinations on nearby cooler at different warm prompts diminished the oscillations in evaporator compartment by using two kinds of PCM materials (Water and Eutectic arrangement (90% H2O + Performance Improvement of VCR base Domestic Refrigerator Utilizing Phase change Material: A Survey of 10% NaCl). As demonstrated by Md Imran et-all phase change material (PCM) is an inactive inside latent warmth securing structure which diminishes and sets at specific temperatures. In the midst of the phase change handle, the material is fit for verifying and discharging a significant measure of warm energy and that is the reason it is called as latent heat storage system (LHS). The PCM was put around the five sides of the evaporator compartment in which the evaporator was submerged. The preliminary comes about with PCM announce the quiet diminishment of the difference of the lodge temperature at lower load anyway at higher burden, this impact isn't all that empowering. Between two PCMs, the Eutectic arrangement was better than water. This diminishment of temperature change, finally, upgrades the nourishment preservation quality. By using particular PCM we can expand cooling execution and COP neighborhood cooler.

G. Aim of this paper

- To complete the experimentation with PCM and without PCM
- To investigate the achievability of PCM in family unit refrigerator to keep up detached cooling inside hotel
- To support Coolpack propagation comes about with
preliminary comes about

- To watch temperature easygoing quality in cabin with PCM

Sharma et al. [2], recommended distinctive sorts of latent heat storage materials and focal points of latent heat storage system. This paper is a gathering of more information on various PCMs and latent heat stockpiling framework. Study will find the reasonable PCM for various purposes, proper warmth exchangers with approaches to improve the warmth exchange, and it will likewise give a verity of designs to store warm using PCMs for different applications, that is space warming and cooling, sun situated cooking, nurseries, sun arranged water warming and waste warmth recovery frameworks.

B. Zalba et al. [3], concentrated the execution of a latent heat storage framework with all phase change. This paper additionally gives the information managing thermal energy storage (TES) using phase change materials. This paper fuses a total study of a wide scope of material which have been used as latent heat storage materials, their characterization. Attributes, focal points and weaknesses and the diverse trial methods used to choose the method for these materials in relaxing and cementing. The paper contains recorded more than 154 materials used as a piece of research as PCMs and around 45 financially accessible PCMs.

K.Azzouz et al. [4], concentrated the impact of including a phase change material (PCM) chunk outwardly face of a refrigerator evaporator. A dynamic model of the vapor weight cycle including the closeness of the phase change material and its test approval is shown. The proliferation eventual outcomes of the framework with PCM demonstrates that the extension of heat energy internationally redesigns heat exchange from the evaporator and permits a higher disseminating temperature, which expands the thermal capability of the system. The energy set away in the PCM is regarded the refrigerator cell amid the off cycle and takes into account a couple of long stretches of constant task without power supply. The phase change material considered in this survey is a eutectic liquid arrangement whose phase change temperature might be picked in the range from -9°C to 0°C. The PCM piece is arranged on the behind of the evaporator, between the assurance and the evaporator, and the surface of the PCM area is around 0.48m².

M.Cheralathan et al. [5], investigated the transient direct of a phase change material-based virus heat storage system included a barrel molded capacity tank stacked with epitomized phase change materials (PCMs) in round compartment composed with an ethylene glycol chiller plant. A propagation program was made to evaluate the temperature narratives of the heat exchange liquid and the phase change material at any pivotal territory amid the charging time frame. The results of the model were endorsed by comparison with exploratory delayed consequences of temperature profiles of phase change material. The outcomes demonstrate that in the event that porosity is expanded, at that point heat storage is also expanding.

J. P. Bedecarrats et al. [6], separated an advanced procedure of energy storage usable for air conditioning and cooling or refrigeration. Exploring a test plant which is a tank with a reduced size. Loaded with arbitrarily scattered commercial knobs, put in a refrigeration circle. The knobs are round containers in which phase change materials (PCM) are typified. This test plant allows the learn finally of the conduct of the tank with, specifically, the charge mode considering the under cooling and the release mode. A reproduction program that considers parts of both the encompassing warmth exchange fluid and the stage change material stuffed inside the modules is produced here in the instances of the charge and the release forms.

S. Kalaiselvam et. al. [7], examines the conduct of three kinds of paraffin, 60% n-tetradecane+40% n-hexadecane, n-tetradecane, and n-pentadecane as latent heat stockpiling materials.

A. C. Marques et. al. [8] explored the plan and operation of a thermal stockpiling refrigerator. Right off the bat the investigation of compressor is done which demonstrates greater compressor gives higher productivity yet more start/stop occasions, which diminishes general effectiveness. The high cooling point of confinement yield of greater compressor is put away in a phase change material (PCM), decreasing the quantity of on/off cycles. Numerical displaying and exploratory approval is finished using a model thermal storage icebox with PCM. The outcomes demonstrated that the expansion of a 5 mm PCM section into the ice chest considered 3 to 5 hours of consistent operation without a power supply. The numerical model was observed to be in great concurrence with the test comes about, with the mistake between the recreation and tests underneath 5% for generally explores.

Tulapurkar et. al. [9] clarifies the technique and of a novel, Dual evaporator based residential cooler with Phase Change materials (PCM). The utilization of PCM as a Thermal energy stockpiling will enhance the COP (Coefficient of execution) of new refrigeration cycle by presenting another sub-cooling schedule. This upgrade by subcooling should be possible for both single evaporator refrigeration framework and additionally twofold evaporator framework for cooler/cooler blend. Due to delaying of the compressor off time by using the dormant heat of energy of the PCM we can have better sustenance quality because of lower hysteresis cycles of on/off for a given time of operation.

Rezaur Rahman et. al. [10] researched the execution of residential cooler change with utilization of PCM with the evaporator in a household refrigerator. The investigation of the examination demonstrates the extensive change in COP of a traditional refrigeration framework. Here the PCM used as a part of a load fabricated physically and which encompasses the Evaporator assembly of an ordinary cooler. Majority share of heat exchanges by conduction mode from load given to cooler bureau to evaporator and evaporator to PCM. So warm exchange rate of evaporator refrigerant increments significantly.
which enhances the COP of the refrigeration framework by about 18-26%.

3. Application of PCM in Refrigeration system

For the most part, there are two compartments relying on their motivation for use in the local refrigerators; one working at a temperature interim in (-18) to (-25) °C, and the another is in (+2) to (+8) °C. Contingent on the temperature set between time, when the temperature goes over the temperature set motivation behind control, cooling strategy of the refrigerator begins. If the cooling structure starts and stops for brief period between times, energy usage of the framework increases. Furthermore, the more drawn out the standby range, which is the period when the cooling framework isn’t working, the less will be the energy use of the refrigerator. Developing stand-by length relies upon in the wake of keeping the particular temperature in the ice chest for a progressively expanded time. By joining PCM with fitting relaxing/setting range in the refrigerator, upon any extension in temperature in light of various reasons, PCM will break up and the temperature will be kept at the desired dimension. Hence there will be less enthusiasm for the cooling framework task and energy usage will diminishes. PCM can in like manner be used together with the assurance material to lessen the glow incidents.

A. Thermal energy storage

The most imperative alluring properties of any TES are high energy storage thickness and high power capacity. There are fundamentally two systems for Thermal energy storage: sensible and latent heat storage.

1) Sensible heat storage

In sensible heat accumulating, warm energy is secured by raising the temperature of a strong or fluid. S utilizes the modification in temperature and warmth limit material in the midst of the charging and discharging strategies. The proportion of set away warmth depends upon on the specific heat of the medium, the temperature change and the measure of capacity material. This temperature change ( T = T_a – T_f ) depends on upon the application and it is confined by the heat source and by the capacity structure. The sensible heat set away in a material can be figured as takes after

\[ Q = m C_p (T_a - T_i) \]  

Where, \( Q \) = Stored Sensible heat

2) Latent heat storage

The latent heat storage or phase change materials (PCM) hold and release heat as it encounters a phase change from strong to liquid or liquid to gas or pivot. The energy set away amid the phase change process is called latent heat of mix. The phase change occurs at steady temperature of the material. Figure.1 clears up the frameworks of heat ingestion and release in LHS materials. From the figure.1, it is clearly valued that at the dissolving point, as the temperature of the PCM rises, gradually their compound securities discrete as the material changes its phase from strong to liquid. The phase change is a heat fascinating (endothermic) handle and accordingly, the PCM ingests tremendous measure of heat without getting more smoking, for example while securing heat, the temperature of the PCM remains practically consistent until the dissolving methodology wrapped up. It is another strategy for securing energy is by using phase change materials. The energy

\[ Q = m C_p (T_a - T_0) + h_{fg} + C_p (T_0 - T_i) \]  

Where, \( Q \) = Sensible and latent heat stored

![Fig. 1. Energy storage vs. Temperature](image)

4. Most significant process parameters

There are many procedure parameters which are should have been set in the midst of refrigerating philosophy. A portion of these are the temperature under control and outlet of the blower, temperature spread bay, and outlet of the evaporator, temperature spread cove channel, and outlet of the augmentation valve, energy use, weight sound and outlet of the blower and so forth K. Azzouz et al (2008) did exploratory tests to research the execution of a family cooler in which Water and eutectic mix (the purpose behind hardening -30C) are used as PCMs. Oro. E, et al (2012) concentrated the warm execution of frizzes using stage change materials. A business PCM was picked with a conditioning temperature of 18 °C. Sattar M. A. et al (2007) passed on examination of the nuclear family cooler utilizing flawless hydrocarbons and mixes of hydrocarbons as refrigerants. In this examination, a nuclear family cooler proposed to work with R-134a was utilized as a test unit to discover the likelihood of utilizing hydrocarbons and their mixes as refrigerants. Immaculate butane, isobutene, and a blend of propane, butane, and isobutene were utilized as refrigerants. The outcomes demonstrate that the blower use 3% and 2% less energy than that of R-134a at 28°C including temperature when butane and iso-butane was utilized as refrigerants individuals.

5. Conclusion

COP of refrigerator can increment by various way however evaporator is most imperative parameter in refrigeration. A broad research in the past plainly shows that there is dependably an extension for development of COP of refrigerator. Over all
examination paper demonstrates that there will be increment off COP of refrigerator in the event that we make evaporator with PCM material. On the off chance that COP refrigerator will be increment, then cooling capacity of refrigerator can be increment. From above we infer that for the improvement of a latent heat storage framework, decision of the PCM assumes a critical job.
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